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7.12.2016 A8-0360/1 

Amendment  1 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 19 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

19. Is convinced that in view of an already 

underfinanced EU budget, additional 

efforts for operations, administrative costs, 

preparatory actions and pilot projects 
under the Common Security and Defence 

Policy, additional funding from the 

Member States, as well as efforts to 

enhance synergies, are also needed; calls 

on the Commission and the Member States 

to seize the opportunity of the current 

revision/review of the multiannual 

financial framework (MFF) to address the 

budgetary needs for the growing security 

challenges; calls on the Member States to 

increase their defence expenditure so as 

to meet the NATO capacity goals which 

require a minimum level of defence 

spending of two percent of GDP; 
underlines that better coordination and 

reduced overlap between EU and Member 

State activities would enable savings and a 

reallocation of funds; 

19. Is convinced that in view of an already 

underfinanced EU budget, additional 

efforts for operations and administrative 

costs under the Common Security and 

Defence Policy, additional funding from 

the Member States, as well as efforts to 

enhance synergies, are also needed; calls 

on the Member States to seize the 

opportunity to address the budgetary needs 

for the growing security challenges; 

underlines that better coordination and 

reduced overlap between Member State 

activities would enable savings and a 

reallocation of funds of some EUR 25-100 

billion according to the European 

Commission Defence Action Plan; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/2 

Amendment  2 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 20, first indent 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

• the creation of a permanent civilian and 

military headquarter, with an equally 

important Military Planning and 

Conduct Capability (MPCC) and 

Civilian Planning and Conduct 

Capability (CPCC), which would 

strengthen strategic and operational 

planning across the entire planning 

cycle, enhance civil-military cooperation 

and improve the EU’s ability to react 

speedily to crises; 

• the creation of a permanent military 

headquarter, functioning as an 

important Military Planning and 

Conduct Capability (MPCC) on the 

same level as the Civilian Planning and 

Conduct Capability (CPCC), which 

would strengthen strategic and 

operational planning across the entire 

planning cycle, enhance civil-military 

cooperation and improve the EU’s 

ability to react speedily to crises; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/3 

Amendment  3 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 23 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

23. Regrets that the comprehensive tasking 

exercises resulting from the November 

2013 Foreign Affairs Council and the 

European Councils of 2013 and 2015 have 

not yet been fully implemented by the 

Commission, the EEAS, the EDA and the 

Member States; calls on the VP/HR and the 

Commissioner on Internal Market, 

Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs to 

present an assessment of the 

implementation of previous decisions to 

Parliament before suggesting new tasking; 

encourages the speeding up of the ongoing 

work on the European Defence Action Plan 

and the Commission’s efforts to maximise 

defence cooperation, including through 

incentives in areas such as the internal 

market, public procurement, research, 

transport, space, cyber, energy and 

industrial policies; notes the proposal by 

the French President for a European 

Security and Defence Fund, and supports 

the development of new and innovative 

financing and investment concepts, 

including through the European 

Investment Bank and public-private 

partnerships; 

23. Regrets that the comprehensive tasking 

exercises resulting from the November 

2013 Foreign Affairs Council and the 

European Councils of 2013 and 2015 have 

not yet been fully implemented by the 

Commission, the EEAS, the EDA and the 

Member States; calls on the VP/HR and the 

Commissioner on Internal Market, 

Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs to 

present an assessment of the 

implementation of previous decisions to 

Parliament before suggesting new tasking; 

encourages the speeding up of the ongoing 

work on the European Defence Action Plan 

and the Commission’s efforts to maximise 

defence cooperation via the good 

proposals made on 30 November 2016 on 

how to achieve a European defence 

equipment market through more effective 

implementation of the two defence-related 

directives and their enforcement; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/4 

Amendment  4 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 24 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

24. Notes that as Member States are facing 

difficulties in trying to maintain a broad 

range of fully operational defence 

capabilities, there is a need for more 

coordination and clearer choices about 

which capabilities to maintain, so that 

Member States can specialise in certain 

capabilities; emphasises the practical and 

financial benefits of further integrating 

European defence capabilities and notes 

the various ongoing initiatives to this 

effect which should be placed within a 

wider framework to establish a smart 

roadmap; supports the proposals for a 

‘European Semester for Defence’ and calls 

on the VP/HR to present concrete 

proposals to this effect; believes that 

interoperability is key if Member States’ 

forces are to become more compatible and 

integrated; encourages Member States to 

look into further avenues for joint 

purchasing, maintenance and upkeep of 

forces and materials; 

24. Notes that as Member States are facing 

difficulties in trying to maintain a broad 

range of fully operational defence 

capabilities, there is a need for more 

coordination and clearer choices about 

which capabilities to maintain, so that 

Member States can specialise in certain 

capabilities; emphasises the practical and 

financial benefits of further integrating 

European defence capabilities and notes 

some initiatives to this effect which should 

be placed within a wider framework to 

establish a smart roadmap; supports the 

proposals for a ‘European Semester for 

Defence’ and calls on the VP/HR to 

present concrete proposals to this effect; 

believes that interoperability is key if 

Member States’ forces are to become more 

compatible and integrated; encourages 

Member States to look into further avenues 

for joint purchasing, maintenance and 

upkeep of forces and materials; recalls that 

in 2011 the 28 Chiefs of Defence made 

300 proposals for possible pooling and 

sharing projects, and that since then only 

the very limited number of 19 initiatives 

have been agreed at the political level; 

urges the Member States to significantly 

increase the number of pooling and 

sharing arrangements without further 

delay; 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/5 

Amendment  5 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 25 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

25. Commends the European Defence 

Agency’s role in fostering and coordinating 

capability development, and calls for its 

strengthening, notably by increasing its 

budget; insists that the Agency’s staffing 

and running costs should be financed 

from the Union budget; calls on the 

VP/HR and the Member States to review 

the EDA’s organisation, procedures, and 

past activities; 

25. Commends the European Defence 

Agency’s role in fostering and coordinating 

capability development, and calls for its 

strengthening; calls on the VP/HR and the 

Member States to review the EDA’s 

organisation, procedures, and past 

activities; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/6 

Amendment  6 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 26 a (new) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

  26a. Notes the Commission’s Defence 

Action Plan as presented on 30 November 

2016; supports the Commission’s analysis 

of the current situation in Europe’s 

defence industry sector which suffers 

from fragmentation, insufficient 

industrial collaboration and inefficient 

use of public money; also draws attention 

to the Commission’s statement that the 

trend of shrinking defence budgets has 

been aggravated by inefficiencies in the 

way those budgets are used and that the 

fragmentation of European markets leads 

to the unnecessary duplication of 

capabilities, organisations and 

expenditures; deeply deplores the fact that 

the majority of defence expenditure is 

spent through national procurement, 

while the share of collaborative 

equipment procurement represents only 

22 % of the total equipment procurement; 

is shocked by the fact that there are fewer 

cooperative programmes today than 20 

years ago; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/7 

Amendment  7 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 27 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

27. Welcomes the proposal by President 

Juncker to create a European Defence 

Fund to boost research and innovation; 

welcomes the on-going work on setting up 

a preparatory action on defence research, 

which should be followed by a major 

dedicated EU-funded European Defence 

Research Programme in the next 

Multiannual Financial Framework, 

including additional financial resources 

provided by the Member States; 

27. Strongly rejects the ideas presented by 

the Commission in the context of the 

European Defence Fund; is convinced that 

in view of an already underfinanced EU 

budget and highly inefficient national 

defence structures, no EU civilian funds 

should be used for military research; 

strongly rejects the idea presented as the 

so-called ‘capability window’ that 

national capital contributions would be 

treated as ‘one-offs’ under the Stability 

and Growth Pact, as this will incentivise 

and increase public debt and potentially 

weaken the euro; rejects also the ideas 

presented by the Commission of misusing 

the EIB, ESIF and ERDF banks and 

funds and questions the legality of the 

proposals and the underlying economic 

rationale in times of very low interest 

rates for credit; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/8 

Amendment  8 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 27 a (new) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

  27a. Recalls that the US and the EU do 

not have the same level of ambition in the 

field of security and defence as elaborated 

in the EU Global Strategy and the CSDP 

Implementation Plan, and that comparing 

the absolute levels of annual defence 

spending, as done by the Commission in 

its Defence Action Plan, is per se 

misleading; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/9 

Amendment  9 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 28 a (new) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

  28a. Recalls that the EU Global Strategy 

calls for investment in conflict prevention, 

but that in reality far-reaching cuts have 

been proposed by both the Commission 

and the Council to the 2017 budget for the 

EU’s only instrument for conflict 

prevention (IcSP); stresses the need to 

redouble efforts in the field of conflict 

prevention, mediation and reconciliation, 

given the many security challenges in the 

European neighbourhood and beyond; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/10 

Amendment  10 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 30 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

30. Welcomes the Joint Declaration on 

NATO-EU cooperation adopted during the 

Warsaw Summit; fully supports deepened 

cooperation between NATO and the EU in 

the areas of cybersecurity, migration, 

strategic communication and the response 

to hybrid threats; invites the VP/HR to 

present specific proposals for the follow-up 

to the Warsaw Joint Declaration by the end 

of 2016; is convinced that NATO is crucial 

for the collective security of Europe, while 

insisting on the necessity of maintaining 

proper EU response capabilities; recalls 

that a stronger NATO and a stronger EU 

are mutually reinforcing and 

complementary; welcomes the EU Global 

Strategy’s commitment to NATO as the 

cornerstone of Europe’s collective security; 

emphasises that the EU should make best 

use of the security and defence resources 

available and avoid possible duplication; 

further believes that the EU and its 

Member States must work more closely 

with NATO to ensure that the Alliance’s 

Smart Defence and the EU’s Pooling and 

Sharing initiatives are complementary and 

mutually reinforcing; 

30. Notes the Joint Declaration on NATO-

EU cooperation adopted during the 

Warsaw Summit; fully supports deepened 

cooperation between NATO and the EU in 

the areas of cybersecurity, migration, 

strategic communication and the response 

to hybrid threats; invites the VP/HR to 

present specific proposals for the follow-up 

to the Warsaw Joint Declaration by the end 

of 2016; is convinced that NATO is crucial 

for the collective security of Europe, while 

insisting on the necessity of maintaining 

proper EU response capabilities; recalls 

that a stronger NATO and a stronger EU 

are mutually reinforcing and 

complementary; welcomes the EU Global 

Strategy’s commitment to NATO as the 

cornerstone of Europe’s collective security; 

emphasises that the EU should make best 

use of the security and defence resources 

available and avoid possible duplication; 

further believes that the EU and its 

Member States must work more closely 

with NATO to ensure that the Alliance’s 

Smart Defence and the EU’s Pooling and 

Sharing initiatives are complementary and 

mutually reinforcing; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/11 

Amendment  11 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero, Ulrike Lunacek 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 47 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

47. Recognises Turkey’s role as an 

important partner in solving the Syrian 

conflict, the fight against IS/Daesh in Syria 

and Iraq and the migration crisis; strongly 

condemns the attempted military coup 

against the democratically elected 

government of Turkey; encourages the 

Turkish Government to protect the 

constitutional order, while underlining the 

importance of respect for human rights, the 

rule of law, freedom of expression and the 

independence of the judiciary and of the 

media in the aftermath of the coup, in line 

with its commitments as a member of the 

Council of Europe; underlines that Turkey 

should cooperate closely with the Council 

of Europe in order to ensure that all 

procedures respect the rule of law; is 

alarmed by the repressive nature and the 

extent of the purge launched after the 

attempted coup, severely setting back basic 

freedoms and human rights in Turkey; is 

particularly concerned about the increasing 

number of cases of excessive use of force 

by the police and the ill-treatment of 

detainees, the persisting impunity for 

human rights abuses, and erosion of the 

independence of the judiciary; 

47. Recognises Turkey’s important role in 

solving the Syrian conflict, the fight 

against IS/Daesh in Syria and Iraq and the 

migration crisis; considers, however, the 

EU-Turkey agreement on migration to be 

an error which should be corrected, and 

calls instead on the Member States to 

assume their responsibility for the 

management of the refugee flow; strongly 

condemns the attempted military coup 

against the democratically elected 

government of Turkey; encourages the 

Turkish Government to protect the 

constitutional order, while underlining the 

importance of respect for human rights, the 

rule of law, freedom of expression and the 

independence of the judiciary and of the 

media in the aftermath of the coup, in line 

with its commitments as a member of the 

Council of Europe; underlines that Turkey 

should cooperate closely with the Council 

of Europe in order to ensure that all 

procedures respect the rule of law; is 

alarmed by the repressive nature and the 

extent of the purge and collective 

persecution launched after the attempted 

coup, severely setting back basic freedoms 

and human rights in Turkey; is particularly 

concerned about the increasing number of 

cases of excessive use of force by the 

police and the ill-treatment of detainees, 
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the persisting impunity for human rights 

abuses, and erosion of the independence of 

the judiciary; calls therefore for an 

international investigation into the July 

coup attempt; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/12 

Amendment  12 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 65 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

65. Highlights the important role of culture 

in EU external policy in promoting 

dialogue and mutual understanding and 

learning; stresses that targeted cultural and 

educational policies can support key EU 

foreign and security policy objectives and 

contribute to the reinforcement of 

democracy, the rule of law and the 

protection of human rights; reiterates the 

role of intercultural and interreligious 

dialogue in combating extremism, 

radicalisation and marginalisation; calls on 

the Commission and the European External 

Action Service (EEAS) to take cultural 

diplomacy and intercultural dialogue into 

account in EU external relations 

instruments and in the EU development 

agenda; calls on the EEAS and EU 

delegations all over the world to appoint a 

cultural attaché in each EU representation 

in third partner countries; further stresses 

the crucial role of education in fostering 

citizenship and intercultural skills, as well 

as in building better economic prospects 

and improving health; encourages the 

current efforts of the Commission to 

enhance the role of science and research 

cooperation as soft-power tools in 

European external relations; highlights 

how scientific exchange can contribute to 

coalition building and conflict resolution, 

65. Highlights the important role of culture 

in EU external policy not only in 

promoting dialogue and mutual 

understanding and learning but also in 

creating long-term political ties and 

affinities; stresses that targeted cultural and 

educational policies can support key EU 

foreign and security policy objectives and 

contribute to de-escalation and the 

reinforcement of democracy, the rule of 

law and the protection of human rights; 

reiterates the role of intercultural and 

interreligious dialogue in combating 

extremism, radicalisation and 

marginalisation; calls on the Commission 

and the European External Action Service 

(EEAS) to take cultural diplomacy and 

intercultural dialogue into account in EU 

external relations instruments and in the 

EU development agenda; calls on the 

EEAS and EU delegations all over the 

world to appoint a cultural attaché in each 

EU representation in third partner 

countries; further stresses the crucial role 

of education in fostering citizenship and 

intercultural skills, as well as in building 

better economic prospects and improving 

health; encourages the current efforts of the 

Commission to enhance the role of science 

and research cooperation, as well as youth 

exchanges, as soft-power tools in 
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particularly in the relationship with the 

EU’s neighbouring countries; 

European external relations; highlights 

how scientific exchange can contribute to 

coalition building, closer ties and conflict 

resolution, particularly in the relationship 

with the EU’s neighbouring countries; calls 

for a considerable increase in Erasmus+ 

programmes not only at university but 

already at high-school level; 

Or. en 
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7.12.2016 A8-0360/13 

Amendment  13 

Tamás Meszerics, Bodil Valero 

on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group 

 

Report A8-0360/2016 

Elmar Brok 

Implementation of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (Article 36 TEU) 

2016/2036(INI) 

Motion for a resolution 

Paragraph 65 a (new) 

 

Motion for a resolution Amendment 

  65a. Believes that in order for EU citizens 

to develop a common foreign policy vision 

and for third countries to perceive the EU 

as a unit, the EU needs a genuinely 

European news channel; considers that 

Euronews has been the embryo of such a 

project, providing the same images and 

commentaries in 13 languages of the EU 

and the neighbourhood (multiplex 

system), but has been financially and 

administratively neglected and is losing its 

audience; expresses its grave concern at 

recent developments, notably the closing 

down of the Ukrainian and Turkish 

services and the reduction of the Arabic 

and Persian section to a digital version, as 

well as plans to abandon the unique 

multiplex system in favour of separate 

programmes in individual languages; 

calls on the Council, the Commission and 

the EEAS to urgently launch an in-depth 

reflection on a future public European 

news channel and on how much EU 

members would consider worth investing 

for the EU to own an independent TV 

station that could compete with channels 

such as CNN, BBC, Russia Today, NHK 

or CCTV; 

Or. en 


